STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Thursday 4th January, 2018

There were five of us present at this evening's first Study Group session for 2018.

Initially we ran through our series of functional exercises with Eddy making the necessary
corrections to our interpretations of these movements.

Next was "Gravity Effect" training, this was in the format of forwards and rearwards repetitive
Tsugi Ashi moving.

For the main part of the session we continued our Sotai Dosa studies with Outside Turn,
Inside Sweep and Inside Sweep Turn, practicing in pairs and always in relation to the
movement of the Kyokotsu and its link to the elbows.
The sequence of the action can be broken down for ease of
grasping the concept. After the initial avoidance and
primary actions, for example: Outside/Inside Turn or
Inside/Outside Sweep, then use the effect of gravity to
establish the action. In the case of a linear movement,
reinforce this with Tsugi Ashi
(this releases the energy)
and then control your partner
by, in this case, gripping their
wrist.

In the case of Tenkai or a turning action, use the body to
store and release the energy.



Avoidance



Gravity Effect / Winding



Tsugi Ashi / Release



Technique / Control

For both movements we expanded the partner training by an interchanging of the roles. In
the case of Outside Turn Tori's wrist was grasped by Uke (regular posture), Tori performs
Outside Turn action. At the end of their movement Uke seizes the opportunity to replicate
the action by first moving their body, thus dissipating the power and control of Tori. Uke now
takes the role of Tori and so on. This interchange is continuous and smooth.

THROWING
As a method to establish the presence of Mushin Mugamae, we adopted the strange
phrase "Throwing, Don't Throw". The focus, in the case of Inside Sweep Turn for
example, is on Tori winding their body and then releasing that tension. The action of
the final throw becomes natural and not forced. When Tori is performing this
correctly there is no opportunity for Uke to "interfere" with this process.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Friday 5th January, 2018

This evenings session began with Eddy handing the group an A5 sheet of instructions
entitled, "Basis Training Programma" ("Basic Training Program").

Then a slightly humorous moment occurred as we were asked to do the Functional Warming
up, the first item on the list, by following the specific sequence shown. The group could not
read the instructions without glasses and the one person that could, didn't understand
written Dutch. :-)

The instructions revealed a logical and progressive way to approach the Functional Warming
up.

FUNCTIONELE OPWARMING
 cirkels enkels en knieen
 centrale draaien
 buitenwaartse cirkels met armen
 binnenwaartse cirkels met armen
 stoeloefening
 draaioefening seiza

FUNCTIONAL WARMING UP
circle the ankles and knees
turning around the central axis
outward circles with the arms
inward circles with the arms
the chair exercise
rotating exercise from seiza

The final and more complex exercise, Kyokotsu/Tenshikei, becomes more manageable
when preceded by the Functional Warming up sequence. The Kyokotsu is moved in a multidimensional figure of eight which is turned through 90°.

For the main part of the session we worked on the Gaeshi elements of Sotai Dosa.

As a lead in to Randori Geiko, the closing element of the session, we practiced Oshitaoshi
from a regular wrist grip and in the format of interchanging Tori. In the application of this a
smooth continuous movement was sought during the transition of the Tori's.

PUTTING THE WEIGHT ON
Taïjū no Dendō: or transmission of body weight. Shotei Awase is “not” about
pushing, but about putting the body weight into the training partner. The
muscles become of course under tension, don’t tense actively the muscles. It
is possible to lift either the left or right foot and still have a body block.
Body block is not only used during Shotei Awase, but has many applications.
Putting the weight on is a clever application of gravity while keeping control.
TENSHIKEI
Tenshikei is the Japanese term for Chan Shi Jin or silk reeling, a skill in
Internal Chinese martial arts. The name derives from the twisting and
spiralling movements of the silkworm as it wraps itself in its cocoon.
Tenshikei uses the diagonal tension and releasing of the muscles and
tendons in the central body. Tension and releasing are controlled by the
Kyokotsu. Kyokotsu as a control centre of the movement uses the Tanden as
the stability platform. To put it in simple terms Tenshikei is winding and
unwinding or twisting and untwisting.

NIGIRI GAESHI
Nigiri – Grip (Gyakute Nigiri –reverse hand grip), (Junte Nigiri – Normal or
regular grip)
Taking over the grip or reversing the grip of Uke.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Saturday 6th January, 2018

This afternoon there were four of us and we continued to work on the intricacies of Sotai
Dosa.







1 Aigamae Ude Hineri
o Avoid sideways, palm down, elbow moving inwards
o Turn the shoulder line
o Raise the elbow driven from the Kyokotsu
o Keep the knees, rotate the hips, rotate the ankles Tsugi Ashi.
2 Gyakugamae Ude Hineri
o Avoid sideways, palm up, elbow moving inwards
o Moving the elbow outwards, spiral the forearm with the index finger.
3 Aigamae Ude Gaeshi
o Body shift across and down
o Rotate the elbow towards Uke
o Bring down from the elbow
4 Gyakugamae Ude Gaeshi
o Move elbow inwards from the Kyokotsu
o Diagonal stretch down
o Move the elbow across the body
o Rotate from the pelvis








5 Aigamae Ude Hineri Tentai
o Rotate elbow towards Uke so that the little finger turns inwards
o Driven from the Kyokotsu, move the elbow forwards and upwards under Ukes
arm and as a step is made
o Finish in reverse posture, hand blade cutting towards Uke
6 Gyakugamae Ude Hineri Tentai
o Palm down, elbow towards Uke as Tori moves and turns under Ukes arm
o Finish in reverse posture, hand blade cutting towards Uke
7 Aigamae Ude Gaeshi Tentai
o Body shift across and down
o Rotate the elbow towards Uke
o Bring down from the elbow
o Driven from the Kyokotsu, move the elbow forwards and upwards under Ukes
arm turning the wrist and as a step is made
o The sequence has an effect of winding and releasing the torso.
o Finish by facing towards the back of Ukes head
8 Gyakugamae Ude Gaeshi Tentai
o Move elbow inwards from the Kyokotsu
o Diagonal stretch down
o Move the elbow across the body
o Rotate from the pelvis
o The sequence has an effect of winding and releasing the torso.
o Finish by facing towards the back of Ukes head

Finally, to close this afternoon’s session we considered some “FUN TIME”.

After a mentally tiring session a very welcomed meal and drinks were taken at one of our
favourite Antwerpen restaurants, Den Tir.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Sunday 7th January, 2018

This morning’s session was mixed adult and children with 16 in attendance and three
observers.

We began with our Functional Warming up.

Next we used gravity sensation to perform forwards and backwards Unsoku repetitively. To
close the solo exercises we practised the first three Tandoku Undo (Tegatana Dosa)
movements. With the Inside, Outside Turn combination we turned to the side as studied by
early Tomiki students.

For the main part of the session we paired up for Oshitaoshi from a regular wrist grip and
Hikitaoshi from a reverse wrist grip. (outside turn & inside turn actions).
Next was inside & outside sweep actions. Tori's wrist was gripped by Uke in regular
posture. From Inside sweep action, Tenkai Kote Gaeshi was performed. From Outside
Sweep action, Tenkai Kote Gaeshi was performed.
In both applications the concept of winding and releasing was explored.

For some children’s fun Eddy lined up several juniors, placed tightly, tummy to back in each
case. He stood behind end student and performed Shomen Ate on the back of the end
student. The impact of the action could be seen travelling through each student, like a wave,
and the student at the far end was propelled forwards. The students in between the two end

students appeared to be unmoved as the energy passed through them.
participating and the audience watching all enjoyed the moment.

The children

Still on the theme of "Play" and to bring the session to a close, Eddy demonstrated how
winding and unwinding (releasing) could be used in a game.

Everyone
partnered
in
groups of three
and practised the
winding
unwinding game.
Each
of
the
outside partners
gripped the arm of
the centre partner
(Tori).
One
partner
twisted
the arm they were
holding the other
partner
turned
Tori's other arm.
(Twisted the arm
in the opposite
direction)

This movement was absorbed
by Tori as they "buckled" and
wound their limbs until all was
tight. Tori then released this
stored energy by unwinding
their limbs.
This power is
unstoppable by either of the
Uke's.

After the Aikido studies we held our annual new year's Kampai. This year it developed into a
very multi-ethnic event with several of the guests bringing food specialities from their own
cultural background.
Before the party the juniors
performed a short Aikido
demonstration, this was
organised by ex-junior
students Dana, Laura and
Raven.

Depicted is the Junior
Group entering the Dojo
before
starting
their
performance.

The Junior Group end their demonstration.

Apart from the self-defence and fitness aspects, Aikido is a dialogue of natural movement. It
cuts through the boundaries in a multi-lingual environment and encourages working
together, harmony and diversity.

DIVERSITY
o Different
o Individuals
o Valuing
o Each other
o Regardless of
o Skin
o Intellect
o Talents or
o Years

BASICS FOR BUDO BODYWORK
o Yukozo
- Flexible Structure
o Kyokotsu
- Control Centre
o Tenshikei
- Spiral Power
o Unsoku Ho
- Body Weight Shifting & Moving
o Tandoku Undo - Integration concepts
o Ido Ryoku
- Power by movement
o Ishiki
- Consciousness and awareness
o Ma
- Interval
o Rendo
- Continuous linked movement
o Aiki
- Finding the balance between yourself and your partner

And finally we wish everyone a Happy New Year, welcome to 2018. :-)

PROPOSED STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO SESSIONS FOR 2018 . . .
26-28Jan2018 Almussafes Spain with Adrian Tyndale
03-04Feb2018 Margate with Satoru Tsuchiya Seminar
16-18Feb2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
16-18Mar2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
23-25Mar2018 Aikido Training Camp Blankenburg with Eddy Wolput
13-15Apr2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
24Apr-01May2018 Sofia, Bulgaria with Eddy Wolput
09-14May2018 Brussels with Akira Hino Seminar
18-20May2018 (IMM2018 Portugal)
25-27May2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
09-11June2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
Jul-Aug2018 Summer Holiday Break
01-02Sep2018 Holland ETAN Championship
21-23Sep2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
12-14Oct2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
16-18Nov2018 Almussafes Spain with Eddy Wolput & Yoshiomi Inoue
07-09Dec2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Tradition and Knowledge
Chief Instructors/Examiners Study Group Tomiki Aikido
Eddy Wolput
7th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan
Frits van Gulick
7th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan
Yoshiomi Inoue
7th Dan (JAA) - JAA Senior Instructor
Instructors/Examiners Study Group Tomiki Aikido
Adrian Tyndale
6th Dan (JAA/BAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai - International Silver Medallist
Gina De Weerdt
5th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai - former European Kata Champion
Koos de Graaff
5th Dan (JAA)
Mike Thraves
5th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai
Pierre Alain Zeiter
5th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai

For archived Study Group Tomiki Aikido reports please see:
http://www.aikidouk.co.uk/study-group-reports.htm

